January 30, 1946

POLICY MEMORANDUM NO. 2

SUBJECT: Policy in Association of Veterans' Hospitals With Medical Schools.
1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
a. Necessity for Mutual Understanding and Cooperation. The Department of Medicine and
Surgery of the Veterans' Administration is embarking upon a program that is without precedent in the
history of Federal hospitalization. It would, therefore, be most unusual if numerous problems did not
arise for which no fully satisfactory solution were immediately apparent. Such problems frequently
can be solved only by trial and error; and, until workable solutions are found, both parties in the
program must exercise tolerance if the program is not to fail.
There can be no doubt of the good faith of both parties. The schools of medicine and other
teaching centers are cooperating with the three-fold purpose of giving the veteran the highest quality of
medical care, of affording the medical veteran the opportunity for post-graduate study which he was
compelled to forego in serving his country, and of raising generally the standard of medical practice in
the United States by the expression of facilities for graduate education.
The purpose of the Veterans' Administration is simple: affording the veteran a much higher
standard of medical care than could be given him with a wholly full-time medical service.
The purposes of both parties being unselfish, and there being no conflict of objectives, there can be
no serious disagreement over methods. It will be recognized that the Veterans' Administration is
charged with certain legal responsibilities in connection with the medical care of veterans which it
cannot delegate, if it would. Yet the discharge of these responsibilities need not interfere with the
exercise by the schools of their prerogatives in the field of education.
All medical authorities of the Veterans' Administration will cooperate fully at all times with the
representatives of associated schools and other centers. It is the earnest desire of the Acting Chief
Medical Director that our relations with our colleagues be cordial as well as productive.
b. General Division of Responsibility: The Veterans' Administration retains full responsibility for
the care of patients, including professional treatment, and the school of medicine accepts responsibility
for all graduate education and training.
2. THE VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
a. Operates and administers the hospital.
b. As rapidly as fully qualified men can be had, will furnish full-time chiefs of all services (see
par. 5 below) who will supervise and direct the work of their respective staffs, including the part-time
attending staff furnished from the School of Medicine, insofar as the professional care of patients is
concerned. Nominations by Deans' Committees for such full-time positions will be welcomed; and,
unless there be impelling reasons to the contrary, will be approved wherever vacancies exist. These
service chiefs are fully responsible to their immediate superior in the Veterans' Administration.
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c. Appoint the consultants, the part-time attending staff and the residents nominated by the Deans'
Committee and approved by the Veterans' Administration.
d. Cooperate fully with the Schools of Medicine in the graduate education and training program.
3. THE SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE:
a. Will organize a Deans' Committee, composed of senior faculty members from all schools
cooperating in each project, whether or not furnishing any of the attending or resident staff.
b. Will nominate an attending staff of diplomates of specialty boards in the numbers and
qualifications agreed upon by the Deans' Committee and the Veterans' Administration. (See 6e)
c. Will nominate, from applicants, the residents for graduate education and training.
d. Will supervise and direct, through the Manager of the hospital and the Consultants, the training
of residents.
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e. Will nominate the consultants for appointment by the Veterans' Administration.
4. HOSPITAL MANAGERS:
a. Are fully responsible for the operation of their hospitals.
b. Will cooperate with the Deans' Committee, bringing to its attention any dereliction of duty on
the part of any of its nominees.
5. CHIEFS OF SERVICE:
a. Are responsible to their superior in the Veterans' Administration for the conduct of their
services.
b. Will bring to the attention of their superior, for his action, such cases as they are unable to deal
with personally of dereliction of duty or incompetence on the part of any full-time or part-time staffs
under their control.
c. Will, together with the part-time attending staff, under the direction of the Manager, supervise
the education and training program.
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d. When full-time employees of the Veterans' Administration, will be diplomates of their
respective boards and will be acceptable to the Deans' Committee and to the specialty boards
concerned. It is the urgent purpose of the Veterans' Administration to place full-time fully qualified
and certified chiefs of service for all services in each hospital associated with a School of Medicine.
Except in cases where the chief selected has local affiliations, which might embarrass or prejudice his
relations with one or another of the associated schools, his initial assignment may not be cleared
through the Deans' Committee. In all cases, when it has been conclusively demonstrated that a chief
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of service cannot cooperate with a Deans' Committee, he will be transferred (if efficient otherwise) and
replaced by another. Until this purpose can be fully accomplished, however, in order that a hospital
may obtain approval for resident training by one or another specialty board, it may be necessary to
appoint part-time chiefs of services who meet the requirements of the boards. This will be done; but it
will be done with the understanding that the part-time chiefs will be replaced with qualified full-time
chiefs as rapidly as they become available. The duties and responsibilities of part-time chiefs will be
the same as those of full-time chiefs.
6. PART-TIME ATTENDING STAFF:
a. Will be responsible to the respective chiefs of service.
b. Will accept full responsibility for the proper care and treatment of patients in their charge.
c. Will give adequate training to residents assigned to their service.
d. Will be veterans unless approval in each case has been given by the Chief Medical Director.
e. Will be diplomates of their respective boards and acceptable to such boards for direction of
resident training. Exception may be made in the case of a veteran who has completed the first part of
his board examination, but whose completion of the examination was interrupted by the exigencies of
the military service.
f. Will hold faculty appointments in one or another of the associated Schools of Medicine, or will
be outstanding members of the profession of the caliber of faculty members.
7. CONSULTANTS:
a. Will be veterans unless approval in each case has been given by the Chief Medical Director.
b. Will be members of the faculty, of professorial rank, of one or another of the associated Schools
of Medicine.
c. Will, as representatives of the Schools of Medicine, direct and be responsible for the educational
training of residents.
d. Will afford to the Manager and the proper Chief of Service the benefit of their professional
experience and counsel.
e. Will conduct their duties through, and in cooperation with, the Manager and the proper Chief of
Service, and also, in matters of education and training, with the part-time Attending Staff--always,
however, coordinating with the Chief of Service.
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August 22, 1980
ADDENDUM TO POLICY MEMORANDUM NO. 2
The following policy statement relates to the "GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS" portion of Policy
Memorandum No. 2 dated January 30, 1946:
Historically the Department of Medicine and Surgery has been committed to provide quality care
for its veteran constituency and to use all means possible to accomplish it. One highly desirable
method, dating back to Policy Memorandum No. 2, has been to arrange mutually beneficial affiliations
with medical schools. At the same time, affiliation with a medical school cannot be considered the
only prerequisite for provision of quality care. High quality care can be and is provided by both
affiliated and unaffiliated VA medical centers. DM&S remains committed to explore all avenues of
providing quality care while continuing to contribute to the national requirement for health manpower
production.

